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• Ensure predictable revenue streams 
through long term business relationships 

• Create joint solutions that deliver value to 
both parties 

• Improve business acumen so you can 
communicate in financial terms 

• Negotiate and close big deals 

Building strategic business relationships with high value 
accounts is an effective way to guarantee long-term revenue 

 

This comprehensive and practical eight-week programme is designed to provide account 
managers with the skills and resources to develop and sustain long-term strategic customer 
relationships for mutual growth, profitability, trust, loyalty, innovation and risk management 

By the end of this programme, you will be able to: 

• Complete a successful transition into the account manager’s role. 

• Construct and implement clear strategic plans to consolidate your key account relationships 
and gain valuable new and repeat business. 

• Recognise and deal effectively with competitor threats. 

• Co-create solutions that lead to increased profits for both parties 

• Use effective skills to persuade and motivate the key buyers, influencers and decision- makers. 

• Select the most appropriate approach to secure increased and profitable business from your 
key accounts. 

• Develop strong personal links with all the key individuals in your major accounts and turn 
relationships into long-term partnerships. 

• Respect, reassure and motivate the key personnel charged with servicing and supporting your 
major accounts. 

• Negotiate in a way that emphasises, collaboration, joint interests and mutual benefit. 
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Method and Duration of delivery 
The programme takes place over eight weeks and is a hybrid of online learning and 
virtual instructor-led mastermind classes: 

• On registration, you will be provided with a log-in to our learning management 
system which provides access to all learning material. The LMS also allows you to 
communicate with fellow students and the facilitator. 

• Each week you will be expected to work through the learning content and 
prepare for the mastermind session. There is a significant amount of detailed 
content and so it is essential you are prepared for each session and complete the 
assignments.  

• The mastermind sessions are virtual instructor-led discussion forums. They are 
designed to allow you to discuss the content and get feedback from your peers 
and the facilitator. 

• There are four assignments that will need to be completed for you to receive your 
certificate. 

• The programme also includes three one-to-one virtual coaching sessions that will 
allow you to get specific guidance and support.  

The learning content is self-paced. You are given three months to complete all the 
modules. Should you wish to complete the programme in a shorter time-frame that is 
up to you.  

Who should attend? 
The programme is designed for account managers who  
would like to build more meaningful business relationships with strategic  
or key accounts.  

The content and resources provided will be valuable to those new 
to the position or more experienced account managers. 

 

  

 
 Self-study and virtual instructor-led classes 
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What you will get from the programme 
We will provide you with tools and templates to aid you 
in your account management activities.  

They include: 

• Account plan
• Sales plan
• Business case templates – spreadsheets and Word

document
• Negotiation guide
• Performance framework (Set goals, objectives and

key performance indicators)
• Coaching guides (help you improve your

performance in a structured way)

Build more meaningful 
business relationships with 
your top accounts

Fee structure 
The standard fee for the programme is R4 850 Incl VAT per person. The fee is dependent on 
the number of students as per the table below:  

Delegates 1-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20+ 
Fee per person Including 

VAT R 4 850 R 4 500 R4 000 R 3 750 R 2 850 
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Overview of Modules 
Module 1: What is Strategic Key Account Management? 
This module introduces you to the key concepts of Account Management and 
outlines the roles and responsibilities of the Account Manager. We introduce you to 
the programme and outline the features of the learning management system. 

• Definitions
• Why Key Account Management?
• Best Practices
• The role of the Account Manager

Module 2: Prioritise your investment 

Account Management involves investing time and resources into high yield business 
relationships. This module provides you with a structured framework to evaluate 
objectively where you should be investing.  

• Investment versus return – get your priorities right
• Assess your strengths, weaknesses and unique advantages
• Identify resources available
• Understand the customer’s business environment

Module 3: Build your Account Plan 
Effective Account Management involves having a clear plan that guides your daily 
activities and helps you align internal resources. This module provides you with a step 
by step guide to building your account plan. 

• Be clear about the potential of each account
• Work with Value Chains
• How to develop a key account over the long-term
• Recognise threats and deal with them
• Set specific goals and objectives

Module 4: Create Joint Solutions (Co-creation) 
Building long-term business relationships involves co-creating solutions that allow 
both parties to achieve their objectives. This module provides a practical approach. 

• The importance of joint solutions
• How to communicate compelling joint value propositions
• Create solutions that leverage joint capabilities
• Practical implementation of joint solution development
• Integrate common language and process
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Module 5: Relationship Management 
With larger accounts, there are multiple stakeholders, each with their own needs. 
The Account Manager needs to be able to map out these stakeholders and 
communicate your value proposition to them individually. 

• Build an authority influence matrix 
• Where does the real power lie in the account hierarchy? 
• How to influence multiple stakeholders 
• Increase your chances of a successful sale by coaching customer advocates to 

achieve common goals 

Module 6: Lead your Sales Team 
The Account Manager needs to be able to co-ordinate with internal account and 
sales teams. Most of the time you don’t have direct authority over them. This module 
will teach you how to manage through influence and well-structured processes. 

• How to qualify the opportunity 
• Preparation required 
• How to successfully deliver the kick-off meeting 
• What to practice 
• Conduct a debrief 

Module 7: Build and communicate your business case 
Larger projects require more investment and carry significant risk. The Account 
Manager needs to be able to present a business case that will help the decision 
makers evaluate the solution you are offering against strategic business objectives. 

• How to build a business case 
• What goes in to a business Case? 
• Measuring value and managing risk 
• How to present your solution to stakeholders 
• Secure the deal – techniques for closing the sale 

Module 8: Collaborative negotiations 
At times you will need to negotiate the final terms. The Account Manager focuses on 
a collaborative solution that benefits both parties.  

• How to improve your negotiation skills 
• Planning is everything 
• Strategies for managing different personalities 
• How to deal with common objections 
• Methods you can use to create measurable value taking the pressure off price 
• A structured approach to complex business negotiation 
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About the Programme Director: Tim Keys  
Dubbed “the professor” because of his 
passion for effective learning, Tim founded 
the Sales Institute in 2000. 

He has worked with sales teams and their 
leadership to increase performance for over 
twenty years. 

Tim also has extensive experience in working 
with Account Managers, having spent six 
years as a Microsoft Product Manager for 
what was at the time the biggest IT distributor in sub-Saharan Africa. He has also 
delivered training and coaching services to Microsoft salespeople and resellers 
worldwide. 

Tim was also a programme director at the UCT Graduate 
School of Business, Executive Education Unit. 

Other organisations who have benefitted from the Account Management 
programme include Oracle, Dimension Data, Internet Solutions and Saint-Gobain.    
Should you require more detail on the programme and how it is implemented or 
have any other questions, feel free to contact Tim. His details are below: 

Phone: 073 226 6527 

E-mail: timk@salesinstitute.co.za 

 

Build more meaningful business 
relationships with your top 
accounts 
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